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INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TRAINING

- Variety of classes that focus on managing incidents and events
- FEMA and USFA
- Focused Position Specific, EOC / IMT Integration and All Hazards Incident Management Team Development
Applications for AGOL for incident and event management
Current curriculum has no GIS / AGOL integration
Identified the need to start integrating AGOL practical training with All Hazards Incident Management Training
INTEGRATION

- Fundamental principles for the planning “P” and position responsibilities
  - Sharing Information
  - Establish Common Operating Picture
  - Maintain Accountability
  - Supporting the boots on the ground
- Typical Class has little or no GIS / AGOL Experience
- Identify the need and opportunity in each class to go from low tech to high tech
SITUATION UNIT LEADER
ALL HAZARDS IMT 0305 COURSE
ALL HAZARDS IMT 0305 COURSE
THE FUTURE

- Continue to Integrate the opportunities to use AGOL in all position specific training
- Identify opportunities with FEMA to change curriculum
- Incident and Event management will continue to evolve
- The need for information and data sharing will only grow
Need to put the tools in the hands of responders
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